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destroyed the balance between agriculture and industry and
produced the Industrial Revolution.
The men of the eighteenth century were not merely, in
their quiet way, meeting the industrial problem; they were
handling the commercial problem. The eighteenth century
was an age in economic life, an age of merchandising, which
required an increasing measure of international exchange. The
prevailing sentiment was in favour of this. The French and
Italian economists and the English economists were, in ques-
tions of trade, substantially in agreement with Adam Smith,
who showed that the ' wealth of nations ' depends largely on
the production and exchange of goods between individuals of
the same country and between individuals of different countries,
according to the natural play of the law of demand and supply.
Disraeli correctly wrote in Sybil, referring to Pitt and to Shel-
burne, whom he calls " one of the suppressed characters of
English history ": " Lord Shelburne adopted from the first
the Bolingbroke system; ... a plan of commercial freedom,
the germ of which may be found in the long-maligned negotia-
tions of Utrecht, but which, in the instance of Lord Shelburne,
was soon in time matured by all the economical science of
Europe, in which he was a proficient."l Lord Shelburne was
prevented by a colleague's ignorance and prejudice from writ-
ing conditions for free exchange into the peace settlement made
between Great Britain and the United States. His ideas carried
weight, however, with the younger Pitt, and along with the
influence of Adam Smith helped to produce the Anglo-French
commercial treaty of 1786, which, on the French side, was the
last important achievement of the ancien regime. An era of
free international exchange was inaugurated only to go to ruin
in the French wars and the economic nationalism of Napoleon's
' Continental System.'
There remained the political problem. The eighteenth-
century Governments on the Continent were despotic or aristo-
cratic. It almost seems as if nothing but the hammer-blows
of Napoleon could stir these Governments to make a conces-
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